
The	Hidden	Work	

Chapter	13,	Part	1	
 

 6:53 Lost_horizon: Stay tuned for the Hidden Work 
» MA is sitting in for Iven tonight   » Hi, Mark 

» (16 viewers, 8 signed in) 

 6:54 Piandjo: hello Mark  » no sound here   » there we go 
 6:58 Simmontemplar: Hello Companions !! 
 6:59 Silverdale: Piandjo - I got the book today - THANKS!! E-mail to follow. 
 6:59 Jim_h: Evening 
 6:59 Susankester: hello all 
 6:59 Adlucem: Hello all 
 6:59 Muspelspark: hi all 
 7:00 Piandjo: great, SD. Enjoy. 
 7:01 Hawklady: good evening all 
 7:03 Lost_horizon: Hi, Hawklady 
 7:04 Pathworld: hiiall 
 7:04 Vadere: hello 
 7:04 Lost_horizon: Hi, Path 
 7:04 Pathworld: hi everyone 
 7:05 Adlucem: Hi Path 
 7:05 Pathworld: hi adl 
 7:05 Hawklady: it's wonderful to be here with everyone 
 7:05 Pathworld: yes 
 7:05 Piandjo: indeed it is! 
 7:06 Pathworld: may tonight be used for the benefit of all being everywhere 
 7:06 Silverdale: Amen ... 
 7:06 Lost_horizon: yes... thank you 
 7:06 Hawklady: David's voice is so claming and transforming 
 7:07 Silverdale: calming (?) 
 7:07 Hawklady: yes ll 
 7:07 Simmontemplar: yeah like seafood 
 7:07 Hawklady: lol 
 7:07 Silverdale: yes ... it is ... 
 7:08 Simmontemplar:  
 7:08 Hawklady: i have to stop laughing first 
 7:12 Pathworld: one more time plz 
 7:12 Markroche: Great line 
 7:12 Hawklady: yes, so powerful and clear 
 7:13 Winnipeg9: as below so above 
 7:14 Markroche: Do His Will as if it were Thy Will that He Can Do Our Will as if it were His Will --I think 

that was it 
 7:15 Silverdale: Well summarized Mark ... 



 7:15 Pathworld: ty 
 7:15 Piandjo: What i got was: "Do His will as if it were Thy will, that He may do Thy will as if it were His 

will." 
» either way, the same message. 

 7:16 Muspelspark: Bhagavad Gita 
 7:17 Piandjo: did anyone write down the source? 
 7:17 Markroche: Rev Ike was asked if he ever did fasting.    » He said that he fasted every day. 
 7:17 Piandjo: fasting from what/   » ? 
 7:18 Markroche: Every day between breakfast and lunch    » from eating 
 7:18 Pathworld: no but i would like chapter or where in book 
 7:19 Lost_horizon: (32 viewers, 16 signed in) 
 7:19 Hawklady: oh no its off air for me 
 7:19 Jim_h: lost signal? 
 7:19 Piandjo: uh oh! 
 7:19 Markroche: here too, will try reloading 
 7:19 Silverdale: Same here ... 
 7:19 Simmontemplar: gone... 
 7:19 Pathworld: yes    » gone 
 7:19 Winnipeg9: lost here 
 7:20 Piandjo: Help us, help us, help us. 
 7:20 Hawklady: David come back 
 7:20 Jim_h: gate gate gate 

» gone gone gone to farthest shore 

 7:20 Markroche: still gone even after reload 
 7:21 Simmontemplar: lll 
 7:21 Hawklady: yes 
 7:21 Lost_horizon: Hi, the system is down but we are rebooting.    » Stay with us. 
 7:21 Pathworld: ty lost 
 7:21 Adlucem: okay 
 7:21 Piandjo: now Tv is trying to sell me a Honda!     » we are completely gone over.! 
 7:22 Winnipeg9: reminds me of exercise at institute watch a t.v that is not plugged in 
 7:22 Lost_horizon:  actually this is tamara but don't go away.... 
 7:22 Hawklady: open the windows to the rooms you are sitting in 
 7:22 Pathworld: k 
 7:22 Lost_horizon: lol...winnipeg. very zen suggestion. 
 7:24 Markroche: and in Lazy Man's Guide it advises to be suspicious of anything you see and hear on 

said unplugged in tv 
 7:24 Lost_horizon: Rebooting now! 
 7:25 Hawklady: Welcome back 
 7:25 Pathworld: back yes 
 7:25 Lost_horizon: audio is okay? 
 7:25 Piandjo: strange, but i got a lot out of this! 
 7:26 Lost_horizon: David has asked you to share in chat... 'What has your experience been the past two 

weeks?' 
 7:26 Silverdale: with Prayer Absolute ... 



 7:27 Markroche: mostly an awareness of the two first lines from the prayer. and mostly an attention on 
going with the flow and an awareness      » of what is emerging in the situation and flowing with that 
» rather than imposing my ego or will on the situation 

 7:27 Pathworld: more coincidences   » (ok i cant spell that ) 
 7:28 Lost_horizon: (Silverdale, Tamara says thank you.) 
 7:28 Silverdale: yw 
 7:28 Markroche: makes the experience of the world a bit gentler, and me a bit more aware 
 7:30 Jim_h: action through Love 
 7:30 Piandjo: nice, mark 
 7:30 Markroche: be supportive but give her total freedom to be herself 
 7:31 Hawklady: I would say it first thing in the morning and before bed time. It would help me be more 

present in the moment. Mark, I so agree (gentle) days. 
 7:36 Markroche: wrt what Susan was saying, EJ's Blog today was interesting. Saying the focus is not 

about helping the planet. 
» but that Earth is useful for the transdimensional capabilities that it provides. 

 7:39 Simmontemplar: Please expand (explain) Mark 
 7:39 Pathworld: lost- tell him what i wrote about more coincidences happened 
 7:39 Markroche: http://www.gorebaggsworld.com/2013/05/our-practices-in-a-nutshell/#more-5407 
 7:39 Lost_horizon: ok, Path 
 7:39 Pathworld: ty 
 7:39 Simmontemplar: Thank you Mark 
 7:40 Markroche: that's the link Simmon. As far as what I said, just that the focus is utilizing those 

capabilities, not having a specific planetary effect. 
» the reason for focus on those two lines, is cuz they easy to remember-lol, even tho have the rest written 
down     » and carry in my pocket 

 7:44 Hawklady: so David seem to be living with the prayer 
 7:44 Markroche: me too, had an interesting experience about the prayer coming to me 

» at first, before had it in my pocket, could only remember the first line    » rather than struggling to 
remember the next one, I just stayed with the living of the first one    » and then like David said in a 
previous class, one line leads to another 

 7:46 Pathworld: ty 
 7:46 Lost_horizon: Mark, it does seem like each line could be taken as a sutra 
 7:46 Markroche: and by working with the first line, a little while later the second line spontaneously 

presented itself to me, when the time was ready    » Yeah LH, each line seems quite potent. 
 7:47 Lost_horizon: that's excellent, Mark 
 7:47 Pathworld: yes i am very lucky 
 7:47 Markroche: I played on the court at Madison Square garden for a few minutes once-lol 
 7:47 Lost_horizon: were you "in the zone"? 
 7:48 Markroche: definitely not-lol 
 7:48 Piandjo: Mark, the same thing happened to me on a plane trip. One line led to the next, then a gap, 

and the next. By the time the prayer was complete, 30 minutes had passed. 
» A great experience. 

 7:49 Hawklady: that's just lovely guys, 



 7:50 Markroche: Piandjo, feels good when it clicks in, huh, seems like a kind of validation of the principle 
of octaves the prayer rests upon. 

 7:51 Piandjo: when it clicks in, exactly. 
 7:53 Hawklady: the room is so hot right now, anyone else? 
 7:55 Pathworld: yes 
 7:55 Piandjo: I guess i am suppo 
 7:55 Lost_horizon: yes, Hawk 
 7:55 Piandjo: sed to buy tha honda 
 7:56 Lost_horizon: this space brought to you by...  »  
 7:56 Hawklady: NO Piandjo, save for the space ship 
 7:57 Lost_horizon: this IS the space ship, Hawklady 
 7:58 Hawklady: exactly 
 7:58 Auriah: hi everyone, 
 7:58 Markroche: a moment of courage, And, a moment of Freedom 
 7:58 Pathworld: hi 
 7:58 Markroche: Hi Auriah 
 7:58 Auriah: just enough time to say hello and goodnight. 
 7:58 Hawklady: Is Jim here?      » hi Auriah 
 7:59 Piandjo: hello Auriah. and goodnight too. 
 7:59 Lost_horizon: Hi, Auriah 
 7:59 Jim_h: Yes I'm here 
 7:59 Pathworld: lol 
 7:59 Auriah: still on Ch 13 next week? 
 8:00 Lost_horizon: yes 
 8:00 Auriah: what did we do this week? 
 8:00 Pathworld: talk about prayer absolute 
 8:00 Lost_horizon: relating personal experiences for a couple of weeks with the prayer 
 8:01 Hawklady: Jim, will you send the log? 
 8:01 Jim_h: I have the log     » yes 
 8:01 Hawklady: thank you love 
 8:01 Lost_horizon: (Auriah, do you want the chat log?) 
 8:01 Auriah: yes please LH, thank you! 
 8:01 Silverdale: Thanks David MA, One & All for all contributions to this Space tonight ... 
 8:01 Piandjo: Thank you for the divergent path tonight, David and MA. Goodnight everyone. Tamara, 

thanks for the two prayers! 
 8:02 Muspelspark: May I ask what the Bhagavad Gita Chapter and verse was? 
 8:02 Simmontemplar: Thanks for Being and for the contribuitions, everyone 
 8:02 Lost_horizon: Thank you all 
 8:02 Auriah: sounds like a good class even if no ch 13.  
 8:02 Adlucem: Thank you! 
 8:02 Lost_horizon: Goodnight 
 8:02 Markroche: Thanks All 
 8:02 Lost_horizon: (Auriah, will do) 
 8:02 Hawklady: Thank you David, MA and this beautiful group, good night all 
 8:02 Auriah: Goodnight everyone 
 8:02 Piandjo: take care, Susan. 
 8:02 Pathworld: Thank you David and Ma and all 
 8:02 Muspelspark: Good night all 



 8:02 Susankester: good night 
 8:02 Markroche: Muspelllllspark, not sure, but it sounded like it might be the chapter on Karma yoga. 
 8:03 Pathworld: Good night all 
 8:03 Muspelspark: OK thanks Mark. I'll look for that...have never read that book.7 

» no 7* 

 8:03 Markroche: because it was talking about doing work, but not expecting the results. 
» It makes a big difference which version you get Muspel 

 8:04 Muspelspark: yes. I found something similar in Chapter 2 verse 47 
» Oh ok. I didn't know that. Thanks Mark! 

 8:04 Markroche: there is one by Swami Satchidananda that is pretty good for translating the ideas into 
western culture and vernacular 

 8:04 Lost_horizon: Tamara here...thanks so much to all of you. It was a special space for me tonight. 
 8:05 Markroche: You are so lucky to be there Tamara  
 8:05 Muspelspark: Bye, thanks Mark Satchidananda 
 8:05 Markroche: lol 
 8:05 Lost_horizon:  yes. Night all. 

 


